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SUMMARY
Milk yield, roughage intake and live weight were measured,
while weight change and energy balance were calculated for 334
primiparous cows. Roughage was fed ad libitum, while concentrates
was fed on a normal or reduced level independent of yield and
roughage intake . Genetic parameters were estimated from a fivetrait model, utilizing a REML-algorithm with Canonical and House
holder transformations to save computational effort. Large sample
standard errors were approximated with numerical differentiation.
Separate analyses were conducted for each level of concentrates
feeding within six weeks periods postpartum. Roughage intake show
maximum heritability just after parturition. Underfed cows showed
stronger correlation between roughage intake and milk yield.
The
ability to consume roughage was genetically highly correlated
with live weight.
INTRODUCTION
Milk yield is the main selection criterion in most dairy
cattle populations,
because of the major economical impact of
yield per cow. It is easy to measure, useful in farm management
and readily available for selection programs.
However, the major cost in milk production is feed. This
cost can be reduced by improving the efficiency of converting
feed to milk. Gross efficiency is the ratio of energy in milk
over the total energy input from feed and has been widely used
(Freeman,
1967,1975).
Its variation however, is mainly due to
dilution of maintenance energy per unit milk yield and this
creates a collinearity with milk yield, especially when concen
trates are fed according to requirements.
Blake and Custodio (1984)
found no evidence in the
literature of a pleiotropic pathway between milk production and
dietary utilization. Based on this they suggested that conversion
of feed to milk should be viewed as a milk yield, tissue balance,
appetite complex.
The objective of this experiment was to generate data for
estimation of the phenotypic and genetic (co)variation in milk
yield, roughage intake and change in body weight,
both on a
normal and a reduced level of energy feeding.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The
experiment was carried out at
the
Agricultural
University of Norway from 1980 to 1986. Each year 62 first lact-
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ation dual purpose cows entered the experiment, giving a total of
334 animals with data. All experimental animals were progeny of
the same 20 bulls. Animals measured during the first and second
year of the experiment were purchased 2 mo old from herds across
the country. Dams of these purchased animals were a random sample
from the Norwegian population of dual purpose cattle. Later,
all
animals were daughters of former experimental animals.
The animals were on pasture to mid-August. Indoor, they were
fed grass silage ad lib. and concentrates according to stage of
lactation.
They received 1 kg/d until one mo prepartum,
then
increased weekly by 1 kg/d. Two weeks prepartum the animals were
assigned to normal or low level of concentrates feeding.
The
increase stopped at 3 kg/d for low level while normal level
continued to 6 kg/day. From week five to sixteen postpartum the
amounts were increased to 4 kg/day and 7 kg/day respectively.
Calving were from September to November at the age of 22 to 25
mo. Milking and feeding were twice daily.
Fat corrected milk yield (FCM) was measured morning and
afternoon one day each week. Roughage intake (RI) was measured as
the difference between amount offered and the amount not eaten
over a four day period each week. The animals were weighed weekly
until
12 weeks postpartum, then monthly. To reduce the measure
ment error, a rolling weighed mean (LW) was used for calculation
of weekly change in live weight (WCH). The energy balance
(EB)
was calculated as net energy intake subtracted energy for
maintenance and milk synthesis.
The average of each trait was calculated for each animal
within the periods 2 to 6; 7 to 12; 13 to 18 and 19 to 24 weeks
postpartum.
These averages were considered new traits,
being
described by models with one random effect and equal design
matrices.
To allow Canonical and Householder transformations in
the multitrait case an equal distribution was assumed, despite
missing values in some periods leading to increased error
variance of those averages. Data from animals on normal or low
energy feeding was analyzed separately for each period,
thus
creating eight five-trait analyses.
The unknown (co)variance components of the five traits were
estimated by a multitrait REML-algorithm with Canonical and
Householder transformations of the MME after going to an equiva
lent model by Cholesky decomposition of the numerator relation
ship matrix. Approximate large sample standard errors of the
elements in G and R were obtained from approximation of the inf
ormation matrix by numerical differentiation (Meyer, 1985,1986).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Figure on next page shows phenotypic correlations
(marked a for normal and b for reduced concentrates feeding),
heritabilities (marked c and d, respectively) and genetic correl
ations
(marked e and f, respectively) with approximate large
sample standard errors in parenthesis. The four estimates in each
row apply to the periods 2 to 6; 7 to 12; 13 to 18 and 19 to 24
weeks postpartum.
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The size of this material is essentially too small for sepa
rate estimation of genetic correlations on each level of concen
trates feeding. A combined analysis would reduce the standard
errors, but might not be appropriate if there really were unequal
variances for the two levels. This question is further compli
cated by ,an unfortunate confounding between level of concentrates
and base population, since the two base populations from each
pair of analyses only show 30 percent overlap. The estimates of
phenotypic correlations were very similar from, the separate
analyses, though the small differences often were consistent over
periods. Larger differences however, were seen for heritabilities
and genetic correlations, indicating that the different base
populations caused some of these differences.
The main difficulty in such work is accurate measurement of
changes in adipose tissue and gastro-intestinal contents. In this
experiment only live weights were available for these purposes.
As a consequence, weight loss due to mobilization of adipose
tissue early in lactation was counteracted by increased fill of
the rumen and intestines, and of increased water content in
adipose tissue itself. Later when normal fed cows started putting
energy to storage, this did not show up as weight change due to
water being replaced by fat in adipose tissue. The correlations
involving live weight and weight change are probably affected by
this .
Roughage intake showed higher heritability early in lact
ation.
This result supports a proposal by Korver
(1987), to
measure the ability of roughage intake a short period soon after
parturition.
Roughage intake in early lactation seemed more critical on
the reduced level of concentrates. Heritability was higher than
on normal level and there was a stronger genetic correlation to
milk yield.
The high correlation with live weight might imply
that regulation of roughage intake was physical rather than meta
bolic for a longer time in the underfed group.
This indirectly
caused a higher correlation between live weight and milk yield
for underfed animals. Large cows, able to consume much roughage,
seems to yield more milk when the energy concentration of the
feed is low. Part of this increased body weight will be rumen
contents and hence do not require maintenance energy.
The regime of feeding concentrates independent of yield and
roughage intake was chosen for maximum expression of the genetic
variation in roughage intake. Hence these estimates should not
automatically be extended to a commercial situation.
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